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We show that it is possible to uniquely reconstruct a generic many-body local Hamiltonian from
a single pair of initial and final states related by time evolution with the Hamiltonian. We then
propose a practical version of the protocol involving multiple pairs of such initial/final states. Using
the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis, we provide bounds on the protocol’s performance and
stability against errors from measurements and in the ansatz of the Hamiltonian. The protocol is
efficient (requiring experimental resources scaling polynomially with system size) and thus enables
analog and digital quantum simulators to verify implementation of a putative Hamiltonian.
The advent of quantum many-body simulators [1–12]
has enabled the exploration of complex quantum dynam-
ics beyond the capabilities of classical computers. Given
this significant potential, it is vital to determine accu-
rately the Hamiltonian actually being realized by a sim-
ulator. However, Hamiltonian tomography for a generic
many-body system is challenging, precisely due to the
fact that the complexity of many-body dynamics makes
benchmarking with a classical computer difficult. Thus
far, most progress has been made in systems with either
a special Hamiltonian or a small size [13–26].
In this work, we introduce two protocols for Hamilto-
nian tomography. The first is more of conceptual inter-
est: we show that it is possible to uniquely reconstruct a
generic many-body Hamiltonian with local interactions
given only a single pair of generic initial and final states
connected by time evolving with the Hamiltonian. Our
approach is partly motivated by the recent proposals of
reconstructing a many-body Hamiltonian from a single
eigenstate or steady state [27–31]. As in these studies,
our protocol relies on the physical assumption that the
Hamiltonian is local, which implies that the number of its
parameters scales polynomially with system size. How-
ever, in contrast to these works, our approach does not
require a steady state and instead relies precisely on how
a generic state changes in time.
Despite being conceptually interesting, this first proto-
col is impractical and we thus propose a second, practical
version which uses multiple pairs of initial and final states
connected by time evolving with the Hamiltonian. This
protocol only requires measuring a set of local observ-
ables in each pair of initial and final states. We bound
the errors in the reconstructed Hamiltonian due to er-
rors in both the measurements and the ansatz of the
Hamiltonian, and the fidelity of the reconstruction can
be increased to unity by using more pairs of initial-final
states.
We emphasize that our locality assumption does not
necessarily have to be spatial locality; we only require
that all interactions in the Hamiltonian involve a fixed
number of degrees of freedom that is independent of sys-
tem size. Hence, our protocol applies to all analog and
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FIG. 1. Two protocols for Hamiltonian tomography. (a)
From a single pair of initial and final states related by time
evolving with the Hamiltonian, |ψ(t)〉 = U |ψ(0)〉 with U =
exp (−iHt), a generic Hamiltonian can be uniquely recon-
structed. (b) A practical version using p pairs of initial/final
states related by time evolving with the Hamiltonian and re-
quiring only local measurements on the initial/final states.
digital quantum simulators, from superconducting cir-
cuits to trapped ion platforms. We only require mea-
surement of local observables, which can be done with
high precision thanks to recent advances in single-site
resolution.
Tomography from a single quench. Given a Hamilto-
nian H and an initial state |ψ(0)〉 of a D-dimensional
Hilbert space, we ask whether one can determine H from
only |ψ(0)〉 and |ψ(t)〉 = e−iHt |ψ(0)〉. Without any
restrictions, it is impossible to determine H uniquely,
since H has O(D2) parameters while the given wave-
functions contain O(D) parameters. However, a many-
body Hamiltonian with local interactions has number
of parameters scaling polynomially with system size, L,
whereas D is exponential in L, and thus reconstructing
a local H is possible in principle.
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2Without loss of generality, we consider a traceless
many-body Hamiltonian and decompose it into n local
interaction terms:
H =
n∑
α=1
cαOα, (1)
where {Oα} are traceless local Hermitian operators, {cα}
are coupling constants, and n is a polynomial of L due to
locality. Our goal is to determine {cα} from |ψ(0)〉 and
|ψ(t)〉 = e−iHt |ψ(0)〉.
Our approach is based on the simple observation of
generalized energy conservation:
〈ψ(t)|Hm |ψ(t)〉 = 〈ψ(0)|Hm |ψ(0)〉 (2)
for any positive integer m. These equations place many
constraints on the variables {cα}. Indeed, substituting
Eq. (1) (with c replaced by x, a symbol for unknowns)
into Eq. (2) yields (repeated indices summed over):
M
(m)
α1α2···αmxα1xα2 ...xαm = 0, (3)
where
M
(m)
α1α2···αm = 〈ψ(0)| Oα1Oα2 · · · Oαm |ψ(0)〉
− 〈ψ(t)| Oα1Oα2 · · · Oαm |ψ(t)〉 .
(4)
More explicitly, we have M
(1)
α1 xα1 = 0,M
(2)
α1α2xα1xα2 = 0,
etc., which we refer to as first order, second order, etc.
This constitutes a system of polynomial equations for
{xα} which can be used to determine {cα} (and thus H).
Note that without knowledge of t, one can always rescale
H and t to leave Ht invariant, so {cα} will be determined
up to an overall multiplicative factor. Hereafter we omit
the “up to a factor” caveat.
Although Eq. (2) is valid for any positive integer m, it
can be shown [32] that at most (D − 1) of these equa-
tions are independent. As long as D − 1 > n, our pro-
cedure uses the first n equations (m = 1, 2, · · · , n) to
determine {cα}. We find that if there exists one example
of a Hamiltonian, H0, that can be uniquely reconstructed
from this procedure, then a generic Hamiltonian can be
uniquely reconstructed from this procedure. The proof of
our claim is based on the analytic properties of resultants
of polynomial equations, and we leave the technical de-
tails to the Supplementary Material. There we also show
that given the time t as an additional input, a generic
H can be determined completely (including the overall
scale).
Our procedure applies to generic Hamiltonians and ini-
tial states, and it can be immediately generalized for
mixed initial states. However, there will be fine-tuned
cases for which it fails. For example, if |ψ(0)〉 is an eigen-
state of H, Eq. (2) is trivially satisfied and we cannot
obtain H from it. Nevertheless, in this special case one
can in principle employ the methods in Refs. [27–31] to
determine the Hamiltonian. Furthermore, if H admits a
conserved quantity Q that can be decomposed into the
same set of local operators, {Oα}, then Eq. (2) yields any
linear combination of H and Q.
Proof of concept. In order to demonstrate uniqueness
for generic cases, one needs to show the existence of H0
for arbitrary system size, which is a difficult problem. In
this work, we present three physically relevant checks.
The first is an analytical check on a spin-1/2 chain. We
consider a translationally invariant transverse-field Ising
model with three random couplings:
H = c1
∑
i
ZiZi+1 + c2
∑
i
Xi + c3
∑
i
YiYi+2. (5)
in which X,Y, Z are Pauli operators. We have added a
next-nearest-neighbor interaction; otherwise, the prob-
lem is trivial and the first order (linear) equation in
Eq. (3) is enough to determine c1/c2. Using a small t
approximation, it can be analytically shown [32] that the
first and second order equations have two solutions, only
one of which satisfies the third order equation, and this
unique reconstruction for small t is sufficient to establish
unique reconstruction for finite t.
We also numerically check reconstruction using finite
time evolution for similar models. For example, we check
the Ising model with transverse and longitudinal fields
and the Heisenberg model for chains up to length L = 10:
H = c1
L−1∑
i=1
ZiZi+1 + c2
L∑
i=1
Xi + c3
L∑
i=1
Zi,
H = c1
L−1∑
i=1
XiXi+1 + c2
L−1∑
i=1
YiYi+1 + c3
L−1∑
i=1
ZiZi+1.
(6)
We find similar uniqueness results as above.
The third check is closer to a generic Hamiltonian. We
consider a transverse field Ising model with random spa-
tially varying couplings c1,i and c2,i:
H =
L∑
i=1
c1,iXi +
L−1∑
i=1
c2,iZiZi+1 (7)
Due to the high computational complexity (the number
of coefficients in Eq. (3) is exponential in n), we only
check the case of L = 4 (7 local operators in total) for
illustration. Using the Gro¨bner basis [33] technique, we
find that n = 7 polynomial equations indeed determine
{c} uniquely.
The above checks provide evidence for the existence
of H0 for various classes of Hamiltonians, which strongly
suggests that a generic local many-body Hamiltonian can
be uniquely reconstructed from a single pair of initial-
final states related via time evolving with the Hamilto-
nian.
3Reconstruction from multiple quenches. Though the
above protocol is conceptually interesting, it is imprac-
tical because the experimental and computational com-
plexity are both exponential in n. Hence, below we
present a more practical method for Hamiltonian tomog-
raphy, whose experimental and computational complex-
ity is only a polynomial of n and whose sensitivity to
errors can be controlled.
Since the high complexity of the first approach arises
from the higher order equations (m > 2 in Eq. (3)), we
will only keep the linear equation (m = 1). In order to
uniquely determine {cα}, we need at least (n− 1) linear
equations. Hence we use p > (n− 1) pairs of initial and
final states related by time evolving with H:
{|ψi(0)〉 → |ψi(t)〉 = e−iHt |ψi(0)〉 , i = 1, 2, · · · , p}, (8)
As a result, we have a linear system of equations Mx = 0,
where M is a p× n matrix with entries
Miα = 〈ψi(0)| Oα |ψi(0)〉 − 〈ψi(t)| Oα |ψi(t)〉 . (9)
In principle it is sufficient to use p = n − 1, and the
kernel of M will generically be one-dimensional and equal
to {cα}. (The uniqueness can be addressed by the same
technique as for the single quench protocol.) In contrast
to the first approach, the number of measurements re-
quired is proportional to the number of coefficients in
M , which is O(n2).
Inevitably there will be experimental errors in state
preparation, time evolution, and measurements, and
these will lead to errors in the reconstructed Hamilto-
nian. We can mitigate these errors by utilizing more than
(n − 1) pairs of initial-final states. Using p > n − 1, we
want to find the best fit of {x} for Mx = 0 when Miα has
random error. We use the standard least squares method
for a homogeneous system of equations: the best estimate
of {x} is given by the right singular vector of M with the
smallest singular value (or equivalently, the eigenvector of
MTM with the smallest eigenvalue). A similar approach
was used in Ref. [34] to find local integrals of motion;
however, while that approach used different time slices
from evolving a fixed initial state, our approach fixes one
time and uses different pairs of initial/final states, which
leads to more efficient use of experimental resources, as
we will discuss below.
Stability against measurement errors. To quantify the
error in the reconstructed Hamiltonian H =
∑
α xαOα,
we define θ to be the angle between the vector of recon-
structed coupling constants x and the vector of actual
coupling constants c, and correspondingly the fidelity
F = | cos θ| and reconstruction error E = | sin θ|.
Consider an error model in which each matrix element
Miα has an additive error uniformly distributed between
±. Using both standard perturbation theory and non-
perturbative results in statistical theory [35], we find that
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FIG. 2. Reconstruction error vs. number of initial/final pairs
on log-log plot for L = 8, t = 1 and error  = 0.1 (green)
and  = 0.01 (blue). The gray triangles denote reconstruc-
tion error from the procedure in Ref. [34], using p different
time slices separated by dt = 1 and one fixed initial state, for
 = 0.1 (top) and  = 0.01 (middle). Each point here is aver-
aged over 200 realizations of error and random Hamiltonian
Eq. (13) with couplings chosen from (−1, 1). The reference
dashed line (bottom) corresponds to E ∝ 1√
p
predicted by
Eq. (10). Note that the initial decrease in error is steeper
than the final rate.
the average reconstruction error is bounded:
E 6 C
√
n
p

λ
(10)
for  < λ, where C is a constant and λ is the gap be-
tween the two lowest singular values of 1√pM (λ becomes
independent of p as p→∞) [32].
Therefore, by increasing the number of pairs of initial-
final states, p, one can decrease the reconstruction error1.
As Eq. (10) implies, we would like λ to be as large as
possible. The gap is determined by M , which in turn de-
pends on the important choices of time t and the ensem-
ble of initial states. Intuitively, larger t is preferable so
that the initial and final states are more distinguishable
in terms of local observables. In the same vein, the initial
states should not be too random; otherwise, the time evo-
lution has little effect on changing local observables (for
example, we find that Haar random initial states perform
poorly). At the same time, states in the initial ensemble
should be distinct enough to provide independent infor-
mation about H.
We now discuss the dependence of λ on these factors in
more details. To understand the singular values of 1√pM ,
1 Why not fix p and perform more measurements k for each matrix
element Miα since the central limit theorem also guarantees that
errors decay as 1√
k
? We find that in the experimentally relevant
regime of p marginally greater than n, error decreases faster than
1√
p
(see Fig. 2), and thus our approach is more efficient.
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FIG. 3. Reconstruction fidelity as a function of time interval
t. We fix p = 2n. Each point here is averaged over 200 real-
izations of error and random Hamiltonian Eq. (13) with cou-
plings chosen from (−1, 1). In the main figure, three curves
correspond to L = 6, 8, 10 with errors in (−0.1, 0.1). In the
subfigure, three curves correspond to errors in (−0.04, 0.04),
(−0.1, 0.1), and (−0.25, 0.25), with L = 8.
we note that(
1
p
MTM
)
αβ
= 〈ψ| Oα −Oα(t) |ψ〉 〈ψ| Oβ −Oβ(t) |ψ〉,
(11)
where the overline denotes an average over the initial
state ensemble. We find that choosing the initial states
from an ensemble of random product states provides a ro-
bust (and experimentally practical) scheme. Specifically,
for a system of qubits we consider initial states given by
|ψ(0)〉 =
∏
i
|φi〉 , (12)
with |φi〉 a random state on the Bloch sphere at site
i. (Alternatively, for each site one can choose |φi〉 =
|±1〉 in either the X,Y, or Z basis.) Our results hereafter
will assume the random Bloch sphere states as the initial
states.
We analyze a generic class of Hamiltonians with
random onsite and nearest-neighbor interactions in a
spin−1/2 chain:
H =
L∑
i=1
3∑
a=1
ciaσ
a
i +
L−1∑
i=1
3∑
a,b=1
ciabσ
a
i σ
b
i+1. (13)
Here cia and ciab are random variables and σ
1,2,3 =
{X,Y, Z} are Pauli operators. We will average over ran-
dom Hamiltonian realizations cia, ciab ∈ (−1, 1) and error
realizations in (−, ). In Fig. 2, we plot the reconstruc-
tion error vs. p and confirm the 1/
√
p dependence in
Eq. (10). We use the experimentally reasonable timescale
t = 1 for L = 8 and observe that p = 2n number of pairs
is sufficient to achieve a high fidelity of 0.98 when  = 0.1.
Fig. 2 also shows that our approach performs substan-
tially better than evolving a fixed initial state with dif-
ferent times. This is because in the latter approach, if
the times are too large, the final states will be locally
thermal and hardly distinguishable. On the other hand,
states separated by small time are also hard to distin-
guish. Using these states in Eq. (9) would result in M
and its gap λ being smaller. This is also evident when we
use our method and choose a small t (see reconstruction
fidelity versus t in Fig. 3)2. It is only at later times that
M and λ become sufficiently nonzero, and the fidelity
approaches unity.
To understand the behavior of the fidelity curve in
Fig. 3 and in particular its late time value, we have
the following result. Consider the correlation function
Cαβ(t) =
1
DTr(Oα(0)Oβ(t)) (an n × n matrix) and let
lmax be the maximum size of an operator in {Oα}. For
example, the operator ZiZj has size 2 regardless of the
distance |i − j|; a local Hamiltonian has lmax of O(1).
Using Eq. (11) and analyzing operator growth [32], we
find
λ(t) >
(
1
3
)lmax/2
s2 (I − C(t)) , (14)
where s2(I − C(t)) denotes the 2nd smallest singular
value of I − C(t). Due to operator scrambling, we ex-
pect C(t) to decay in time; assuming the eigenstate ther-
malization hypothesis (ETH), matrix elements of C(∞)
are O( 1L ) [36] with fluctuations exponentially small in
system size [37]. We use similar techniques to find that
s2(I − C(∞)) > 1 − O(1/L). Eq. (14) thus provides an
O(1) lower bound for the gap.
We emphasize that the above lower bound is indepen-
dent of system size. Indeed, we find in Fig. 3 that the late
time reconstruction fidelity is insensitive to system size.
However, the time scale at which the maximal fidelity is
reached depends on the time scale at which C(t) asymp-
totes, which is expected to increase at most polynomially
with system size. Note that the fidelity timescale also de-
pends on the error magnitude: in the limit of zero error,
the timescale for saturation approaches zero. We ob-
serve in the numerics that for experimentally reasonable
L = 10, error  = 0.1, and pairs of states p = 2n, an O(1)
time is more than sufficient to reach maximal fidelity.
Stability against errors in the ansatz of the Hamilto-
nian. In reality, interactions are not strictly compactly
supported; there are small non-local interactions. This
motivates consideration of an enlarged Hamiltonian
H =
∑
α
cαOα +
∑
β
c′βO′β (15)
2 The fidelity at t ≈ 0 is nonzero because the overlap between two
random vectors in Rn is roughly 1√
n
.
5in which the support of O′β is not necessarily bounded,
but we assume ‖c′‖  ‖c‖.
Restricted by experimental and computational re-
sources, it is desirable to model only the dominant in-
teractions. Assuming the real Hamiltonian is described
by Eq. (15) and we use our method to reconstruct an “ef-
fective” Hamiltonian H =
∑
α xαOα, how different will
x be from c?
The matrix in Eq. (9) now consists of two pieces
(M ;M ′) from {Oα}, {O′β} respectively. The actual co-
efficient vector
(
c
c′
)
is the singular vector of (M ;M ′)
with singular value 0. By restricting the operator set to
{Oα}, one only measures M and calculates its minimal
singular vector x.
We find [32] that the reconstruction error between x, c
is controlled by
E 6
∥∥∥ 1√pM ′∥∥∥
s2
(√
1
pM
) ‖c′‖‖c‖ . (16)
Recall that s2(
√
1
pM) denotes the second smallest singu-
lar value of 1√pM . Using ETH, we show that s2(
√
1
pM) >
( 13 )
lmax/2 − O( 1L ), where lmax is the size of the largest
operator in {Oα} (not {O′β}). Therefore ( 13 )lmax/2 is
O(1) and does not vanish even though the full Hamil-
tonian may contain arbitrarily non-local operators. We
also show that
∥∥∥ 1√pM ′∥∥∥ has an O(1) bound. Thus, as
long as ‖c′‖  ‖c‖, our reconstruction will succeed.
Summary. We have shown that a single quantum
quench is sufficient in principle to reconstruct a generic
many-body Hamiltonian with local interactions. We also
propose a practical version involving multiple quantum
quenches from random initial product states and requir-
ing only measurement of local observables. Using ETH,
we analytically bound the reconstruction error arising
from measurement errors and ignorance of non-local in-
teractions. The efficiency and robustness of our proto-
col enable quantum simulators to determine precisely the
Hamiltonian being implemented.
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I. Single quench tomography
A. Dependence in the equal moments conditions
To solve for H, we make use of the “equal moments conditions”, which we copy here for convenience:
〈ψ(t)|Hm |ψ(t)〉 = 〈ψ(0)|Hm |ψ(0)〉 , ∀m ∈ N. (1)
Here, we show that at most (D − 1) of them are independent, where D is the dimension of the Hilbert space.
We decompose H as H =
∑
iEi |i〉 〈i|, then Eq. (1) becomes:
D∑
i=1
aiE
m
i = 0, (2)
where ai = | 〈ψ(t)|i〉 |2 − | 〈ψ(0)|i〉 |2. For simplicity, we first consider the case where H has no degeneracy. In this
case, the first D equations (m = 0, 1, · · · , D − 1) are enough to show that ai = 0 (∀i). This is because the above
equation can be viewed as a linear equation of ai, whose coefficient matrix is the the Vandermonde matrix and its
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2determinant is nonzero (provided that H has no degeneracy):∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 E1 E
2
1 · · · ED−21 ED−11
1 E2 E
2
2 · · · ED−22 ED−12
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
1 ED E
2
D · · · ED−2D ED−1D
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∏
16i6j6D
(Ej − Ei) 6= 0, (3)
Now that we know ai = 0, Eq. (2) holds for ∀m ∈ N. Note that the equation with m = 0 is redundant:
∑
i ai = 0
automatically due to the normalization condition 〈ψ(t)|ψ(t)〉 = 〈ψ(0)|ψ(0)〉 = 1. Therefore, at most (D−1) equations
in Eq. (1) are independent.
If H has degeneracy, we can simply group ai together for those i’s with the same Ei. The same argument shows
that at most (D˜ − 1) of them are independent, where D˜ is the number of different eigenvalues of H and D˜ 6 D.
In summary, at most (D − 1) equations in Eq. (1) are independent.
B. Uniqueness of reconstruction
Recall that we want to determine {c} from Eq. (1) with m = 1, 2, · · · , n. More explicitly:
M
(1)
α1 xα1 = 0,
M
(2)
α1α2xα1xα2 = 0,
· · · · · ·
M
(n)
α1α2···αnxα1xα2 ...xαn = 0,
(4)
where
M
(m)
α1α2···αm = 〈ψ(0)| Oα1Oα2 · · · Oαm |ψ(0)〉 − 〈ψ(t)| Oα1Oα2 · · · Oαm |ψ(t)〉 . (5)
Here we use {x} as symbols of unknown variables, to distinguish it from {c}.
In this section, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Fix the system and fix a basis {Oα} for local operators. If there exists a Hamiltonian H0 =
∑
α c
0
αOα
such that the coupling constants c0α can be uniquely determined on C (up to a multiplicative factor) from the above
equations, then almost all H =
∑
α cαOα can be uniquely determined (up to a factor).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume c0n 6= 0. We will show that at most a measure zero subset of Rn (the
space of c) may fail to be determined uniquely. Since {cn = 0} has measure zero, in the following we only need to
consider the subspace Rn\{cn = 0}.
The polynomial system Eq. (4) contains n equations for n homogeneous variables, it is (formally) over-determined.
However, by construction, it always has at least one nonzero solution x = c. Having at least one nonzero solution is
equivalent to that a polynomial of the coefficients M , called Macaulay resultant, vanishes [1]:
poly1(M) = 0. (6)
Here, we need a further result.
Lemma 2. When cn 6= 0, then Eq. (4) has solutions other than x = c (including those with xn = 0) if and only if
some polynomials (denoted by poly2 collectively) of the coefficients {M} vanish simultaneously.
Proof of Lemma. Denote the original homogeneous equations as
F (m)(x1, · · · , xn) =
∑
α1α2···αm
Mα1α2···αmxα1xα2 · · ·xαm = 0, (m = 1, 2, · · · , n). (7)
Under the following transformation:
xα → yα + cαyn (α = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1),
xn → cnyn, (8)
3the original polynomial equations become
G(m)(y1, · · · , yn) = F (m)(y1 + c1yn, · · · , yn−1 + cn−1yn, cnyn) = 0, (9)
which can be expanded as:
G(m)(y1, · · · , yn) =
m∑
j=0
G
(m)
j (y1, · · · , yn−1)ym−jn , (10)
where G
(m)
j is a homogeneous polynomial of (y1, · · · , yn−1) with degree j. Solutions of Eq. (7) are in one-to-one
correspondence to solutions of Eq. (10), since the transformation Eq. (8) is invertible. The obvious solution x = c of
the original equations now becomes y1 = · · · = yn−1 = 0, yn 6= 0, which imples:
G
(m)
0 (y1, · · · , yn−1) = 0, ∀m. (11)
Therefore, we want to show that the following homogeneous equations
G(m)(y1, · · · , yn) =
m∑
j=1
G
(m)
j (y1, · · · , yn−1)ym−jn (12)
has no solutions other than [0, 0, · · · , 0, 1] if and only if the coefficients are special in the sense that some polynomial
relations of the coefficients are satisfied.
Denote {a} to be the set of coefficients (of {y}) in those G(m)(y). Denote N to be the number of coefficients {a}.
Now let us regard G(m) as polynomials of both a and y (linear in a, homogeneous in y), G(m)(a; y). Construct the
ideal
J = (G(1)(a; y), G(2)(a; y), ....., G(n)(a; y)), (13)
it defines a variety on CN × CPn−1. Consider the ideal I corresponding to CN × {y1 = · · · = yn−1 = 0}, namely,
I = (y1, y2, · · · , yn−1). (14)
We construct the ideal quotient [2] (J : I∞). This construction serves to exclude y1 = · · · = yn = 0 (which should
be excluded since we are considering homogeneous variables) and the obvious solution [0, · · · , 0, 1]. Then the variety
Z((J : I∞)) is exactly the space of those extra solutions (a; y), and the projection of Z((J : I∞)) to CN , denoted by
pi(Z((J : I∞))), is exactly the space of “special” coefficients.
According to the main theorem of elimination [2], pi(Z((J : I∞))) is Zariski closed (note that to use the main
theorem of elimination, it is essential to work on C instead of R, and to project along projective space CPn−1 instead
of Cn−1). In other words, it can be described as the set of common zeros for several polynomials of a. Since each a
is a linear combination of original coefficients M in Eq. (7), we conclude that Eq. (7) has solutions other than x ∝ c
if and only if some polynomial relations (“poly2”) of the coefficients M are satisfied, at least when cn 6= 0.
Back to the original problem. The success of uniquely reconstructing H0 implies:
poly2(M(c
0, t, ψ(0))) 6= 0. (15)
According to Eq. (5), each M
(m)
α1α2···αm is a real-analytic function of {cα}, t and |ψ(0)〉. Therefore poly2(M) is also
real-analytic in {cα}, t and |ψ(0)〉. It can be shown [3] that a real-analytic function is nonzero almost everywhere if it
is nonzero at one point. Therefore, Eq. (15) implies poly2(M(c, t, ψ(0))) 6= 0 for generic c, which implies the success
for uniquely reconstructing a generic H.
C. Determining the multiplicative factor
Suppose we know H up to a multiplicative factor, we show that generically this factor can be determined from
|ψ(t)〉 = e−iHt |ψ(0)〉 and the knowledge of |ψ(t)〉, |ψ(0)〉 and t.
We will show that, equivalently, e−iHt |ψ(0)〉 is generically injective in t (even modulo the phase). Physically
speaking, generically the Poincare recurrence cannot be exact. This means that, generically, given |ψ(0)〉, e−iHt|ψ(0)〉
4and e−iαHt|ψ(0)〉 cannot be identical state, ∀α 6= 1. So when |ψ(t)〉 and t are also given, H can be generically
determined without the freedom of multiplying a factor.
We expand H as H =
∑
iEi |i〉 〈i|. Then:
|ψ(t)〉 =
∑
i
e−iEit 〈i|ψ(0)〉 |i〉 . (16)
If |ψ(t)〉 ∝ |ψ(t′)〉, then
e−iEit = e−iEit
′−iθ, for i such that 〈i|ψ(0)〉 6= 0, (17)
or equivalently, (
Ei − θ
t− t′
)
(t− t′) = 2pipi, pi ∈ Z, for i such that 〈i|ψ(0)〉 6= 0. (18)
This is impossible generically, since generically 〈i|ψ(0)〉 6= 0 for ∀i, and Ei are mutually incommensurate even after
shift.
The above analysis also provides us an algorithm to find the scale. Before presenting the algorithm, we note that any
such algorithm will require precise information about H and |ψ〉, and will be numerically unstable due to approximate
Poincare recurrence.
Assuming we know H up to multiplicative factor, and ψ(0), ψ(t) up to phases, then Eq. (16) gives us:
Eit = i log
〈i|ψ(t)〉
〈i|ψ(0)〉
def
= αi + 2pipi + θ, for i such that 〈i|ψ(0)〉 6= 0. (19)
Denote Eij = Ei − Ej (and similarly for αij and pij). Picking up i, j, k such that EijEjk is irrational and
〈i|ψ(0)〉 , 〈j|ψ(0)〉 , 〈k|ψ(0)〉 6= 0, then:
pijEjk − pjkEij = Eijαjk − Ejkαij
2pi
. (20)
This is a Z−linear combination of two incommensurate numbers Ejk and Eij , therefore the coefficients can be found
uniquely (by exhaustive search) . Then t can be determined from:
Eijt = αij + 2pipij . (21)
D. Analytical checks of uniqueness
1. Linear approximation
According to the Taylor expansion of e−iHt, the coefficients in the above equations become:
M
(m)
α1α2···αm = it 〈ψ(0)| [H,Oα1Oα2 · · · Oαm ] |ψ(0)〉+O(t2) def= M¯ (m)α1α2···αm +O(t2). (22)
We want to take M¯ as an approximation to M , and use this approximation to understand whether the original
polynomial system, Eq. (4), has a unique solution.
First, note that Eq. (4) with M substituted by M¯ always has at least one solution, i.e., x = c. This can be seen
by fixing x = c and then expanding Eq. (4) in t. For the uniqueness, the following statement justifies our linear
approximation. It tells us that if the linearized equation has a unique solution, then the solution of the original
equation is also unique.
Claim 3. If there exists a poly2, denoted by f , such that f(M¯(t)) 6= 0 as a function of t, then f(M(t)) 6= 0 for small
enough t and also for generic t.
Proof. We use the following simple observation: under rescaling M → λM , solutions of Eq. (7) remain unchanged.
Therefore, the set of poly2 actually generates a homogeneous ideal and hence f can be assumed to be homogeneous
without loss of generality.
Due to the homogeneity of f , if we expand f(M(t)) in t, the term with the lowest degree in t will exactly be f(M¯).
Therefore, f(M¯) 6= 0 implies f(M(t)) 6= 0 for small enough t, which also implies that f(M(t)) 6= 0 for generic t due
to analyticity.
52. Translationally invariant systems
Our formalism simplifies a lot for translationally invariant systems. In this case, the ansatz for the Hamiltonian
will be:
H =
∑
α
cα
L∑
j=1
Oαj , (23)
where L is the number of sites, Oαj are local operators at site j. Our equal moments condition has the same form as
Eq. (4) with Oα now equal to
∑L
j=1Oαj (α goes over local operator types):
M
(m)
α1α2···αm = 〈ψ(0)| (
L∑
j=1
Oα1j)(
L∑
j=1
Oα2j) · · · (
L∑
j=1
Oαmj) |ψ(0)〉 − 〈ψ(t)| (
L∑
j=1
Oα1j)(
L∑
j=1
Oα2j) · · · (
L∑
j=1
Oαmj) |ψ(t)〉 .
(24)
The linear approximation will be determined by:
M¯
(m)
α1α2···αm = it 〈ψ(0)|
H, ( L∑
j=1
Oα1j)(
L∑
j=1
Oα2j) · · · (
L∑
j=1
Oαmj)
 |ψ(0)〉 . (25)
3. A spin chain example
We consider the spin chain example in the main text:
H = c1
∑
i
ZiZi+1 + c2
∑
i
Xi + c3
∑
i
YiYi+2. (26)
In this model, there are three types of local operators, so we will try to use three equations to determine c. We
will show that the linear approximation equations, with |ψ(0)〉 taken as a translationally invariant product state
|ψ〉 = ∏i |ni〉 (|ni〉 is a fixed state on the Bloch sphere), indeed generically have a unique solution.
The linearized equations are as follows:
L∑
i=1
cδ 〈ψ| [Oδ1,Oαi] |ψ〉xα = 0,
L∑
i=1
L∑
j=1
cδ 〈ψ| [Oδ1,OαiOβj ] |ψ〉xαxβ = 0,
L∑
i=1
L∑
j=1
L∑
j=1
cδ 〈ψ| [Oδ1,OαiOβjOγk] |ψ〉xαxβxγ = 0.
(27)
In the above equations, cδ are constants, xα, xβ , xγ are variables, summation over α, β, γ, δ are omitted. We only keep
Oδ1 instead of
∑
lOδl due to translational invariance. Here, we will only briefly describe what happens instead of
presenting the explicit form of the above equations1.
For the 1st equation, note that only when local terms Oδ1 and Oαi have overlap can the commutator be nonzero,
hence only a few terms contribute.
For the 2nd equation, commutators survive only if Oδ1 has overlap with OαiOβj . There are two possibilities:
• When one of i and j is far away from 1, say j, then it is just [Oδ1,Oαi]Oβj . This produces a term proportional
to L as well as an O(1) “offset” (see below for an explicit example). The term proportional to L is exactly the
one in the 1st equation.
• When Oδ1, Oαi and Oβj are “connected”, we get O(1) non-vanishing terms.
1 It is lengthy and not easy to work out by hand. We did it symbolically on computer.
6At the end, only O(1) terms coming from the connected case and O(1) terms coming from the offset of the disconnected
case contribute.
For example, consider the case such that δ ↔ ZZ,α↔ ZZ, β ↔ X, then[
Z1Z2, (
∑
i
ZiZi+1)(
∑
i
Xi)
]
= (
∑
i
ZiZi+1)(iY1Z2 + iZ1Y2), (28)
and
〈ψ|
[
Z1Z2, (
∑
i
ZiZi+1)(
∑
i
Xi)
]
|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|
Z0Z1 + Z1Z2 + Z2Z3 + ∑
i 6=0,1,2
ZiZi+1
 (iY1Z2 + iZ1Y2) |ψ〉
= 2(n2znx + nx + inynz)︸ ︷︷ ︸
connected piece
+(2L−6)n2z(inynz)︸ ︷︷ ︸
offset
.
(29)
Here nx = 〈n|X |n〉, etc. The term proportional to L is given by a corresponding term 〈ψ| [Z1Z2, (
∑
iXi)] |ψ〉 in the
first equation.
For the 3rd equation, the situation is similar. The final equation contains L2, L1 and L0 terms; the L2 term is
exactly the 1st equation while the L1 term can be derived from the 1st and 2nd equation. Only the L0 term (from
connected correlations and offsets) contribute.
We calculated the solution of the 1st and 2nd equation, and found that there are two solutions up to a factor. This
is as expected, since a line and a quadratic curve in two dimensions (two independent unknowns here) generically has
two intersections. Moreover, it can be explicitly checked that only one of the solution survives the 3rd equation.
In summary, we have analytically proved that our procedure works for the model in Eq. (26).
II. Multiple quench tomography
A. Homogeneous linear regression
In this section, we consider the following homogeneous linear regression problem. Assume∑
α
Miαxα = 0, (30)
for all i, but the knowledge of M comes with errors. How should we get a good estimation for the vector x?
Let us apply the least square method to estimate x, i.e., we will find x which minimizes
S =
∑
i
error2i =
∑
i
(
∑
α
Miαxα)
2 = xTMTMx. (31)
However, since each equation is homogeneous, a constraint should be imposed to fix the overall magnitude of x
(otherwise the least square solution will be x = 0). We use the following natural constraint:∑
α
x2α = x
2 = 1. (32)
This constraint can also be regarded as fixing Tr(H2) if Tr(OαOα′) ∝ δαα′ .
Applying the method of Lagrange multipliers, we get the following equations:
MTMx− λx = 0
xTx = 1,
(33)
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. Therefore, x is an eigenvector of MTM with eigenvalue λ. Plug back into the
original penalty function Eq. (31), we get:
S = λxTx = λ. (34)
Therefore, we should pick the vector x corresponding to the minimal λ. In order words, the least square solution of
the linear regression problem is the singular vector of M corresponding to the minimal singular value
√
λ.
7B. Stability against error
In this section we prove that the average reconstruction error caused by errors in M is upper bounded by
C
√
n
p

λ
, (35)
when  is small enough. Here λ is the gap between the smallest singular value (0) and the 2nd smallest singular value
of 1√pM . In this subsection, we will assume that M is gapped (λ > 0), otherwise the above inequality holds trivially.
1. Perturbative analysis
We would like to compare the singular vectors of M + E and M , where E is a p × n matrix or errors. Only
in this section, to simplify the computation, we model the error to be i.i.d N(0, ). Due to properties of Gaussian
distributions, elements of U†EV are also iid N(0, ) for any unitary matrices U (p by p) and V (n by n). Therefore,
we can assume M is in its singular-value-decomposed form:
√
pλ1 √
pλ2 √
pλn−1
0
0 0 0 0
 . (36)
Now we perform standard perturbation theory on MTM . Since
∆(MTM) = (M + E)T (M + E)−MTM = MTE + ETM + ETE, (37)
Let |1〉 be the eigenvector of MTM with eigenvalue 0. Then the perturbed eigenvector is:
|1¯〉 = |1〉 −
n∑
i=2
〈i|MTE + ETM |1〉
pλ2i
|i〉+O(2). (38)
Using Eq. (36) and M |1〉 = 0, we have:
〈i|MTE + ETM |1〉 = 〈i|MTE |1〉 = √pλii, (39)
where i = 〈i|E |1〉 is a N(0, ) random variable. Therefore,
|1¯〉 = |1〉 −
n∑
i=2
i√
pλi
|i〉+O(2), (40)
and the angle between reconstructed and actual couplings is given by
| sin θ| =
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=2
i√
pλi
|i〉
∥∥∥∥∥+O(2)
=
√√√√ n∑
i=2
2i
pλ2i
+O(2).
(41)
On average, we will have
| sin θ| 6
√
n
p

λ¯
+O(2), (42)
where λ¯2 is the harmonic mean of λ2i , which is no less than the minimal one (λ). Therefore the expectation value of
error sin θ is bounded by Eq. (35).
82. Non-perturbative analysis
Strictly speaking, one needs to worry about the higher order terms in the perturbation theory, even if the pertur-
bation theory converges. It is also possible that when  is some o(1) value (as n→∞ or p→∞), the 1st order result
is already not a good approximation. Therefore, we need some non-perturbative results to estimate the error in the
realistic case, where  is at constant level (albeit small).
The problem of singular vector perturbation has been actively studied (non-perturbatively) in the mathematical
and statistical literature. Here we point out the following result which is relevant to us, see theorem 3 in Ref. 4:
E ‖sin Θ(V, V ′)‖2 6 Cn(pλ
22 + p4)
p2λ4
6 2Cn
p
2
λ2
(if  6 λ). (43)
Here, C is some absolute constant; V and V ′ are the space spanned by the first n − 1 (right) singular vectors of M
and M + E, respectively, therefore ‖sin Θ(V, V ′)‖ = | sin θ|.
C. Analysis of the gap
Recall that
Miα = 〈ψi| Oα −Oα(t) |ψi〉 , (44)
where i = 1 · · · p label the initial-final states pair, α = 1 · · ·n label the parameters in H. Define a random variable
X = (〈ψ| O1 −O1(t) |ψ〉 , · · · , 〈ψ| On −On(t) |ψ〉). (45)
It is a random variable since |ψ〉 comes from a random ensemble. Then the matrix elements of 1pMTM are
1
p
(MTM)αβ =
1
p
p∑
i=1
〈ψi| Oα −Oα(t) |ψi〉 〈ψi| Oβ −Oβ(t) |ψi〉 = 1
p
p∑
i=1
XTi Xi. (46)
Therefore, 1pM
TM is the sample covariance matrix (not centered) of the random variable X, or in other words the
sample average of XTX.
In the following, we will use the actual covariance matrix of X as an estimation of 1pM
TM :
1
p
MTM ← E[XTX] = 〈ψ| Oα −Oα(t) |ψ〉 〈ψ| Oβ −Oβ(t) |ψ〉, (47)
where the overline means ensemble average over initial states |ψ〉. In other words, we take p→∞ limit. The behavior
at finite p will be discussed in subsection II C 5.
We are free to choose the initial states ensemble. But in any case, when t = 0 we have M = 0 and the gap of M/
√
p
is λ = 0. This is why at short times the fidelity is low.
1. Haar random initial states
In this case, a crude estimation will show that the stability is bad. Indeed, both the harmonic mean gap λ¯ and the
minimal gap are bounded by the arithmetic mean of the eigenvalues:
λ2 6 λ¯2 6 1
n− 1Tr(
1
p
MTM) =
1
n− 1
n∑
α=1
〈ψ| Oα −Oα(t) |ψ〉2, (48)
With Haar integral,
〈ψ| Oα −Oα(t) |ψ〉2 =
∫
dψ 〈ψ| Oα −Oα(t) |ψ〉2
=
1
D(D + 1)
[
Tr2(Oα −Oα(t)) + Tr[(Oα −Oα(t))2]
]
6 4
D + 1
.
(49)
Here we have used a Haar average formula and the fact that Oα is traceless. This exponentially small gap makes the
reconstruction very sensitive to the error.
92. Constraint on operator growth from energy conservation
Assuming H has generic spectrum, then the late time value of the coefficient of A in the expansion of B(t) is:
lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
1
D
Tr(AB(t))dt = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
1
D
∑
E,E′
〈E|A |E′〉 eiE′t 〈E′|B |E〉 e−iEtdt
=
1
D
∑
E
AEBE .
(50)
with AE ≡ 〈E|A|E〉 and BE ≡ 〈E|B|E〉. For traceless local operators A,B, we will derive a formula for this quantity
for systems with geometrically local interaction, assuming eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH), following
Ref. [5].
ETH tells us that there exist smooth enough functions fA and fB such that:
|AE − fA(E
L
)| 6 1
poly(L)
, (51)
and similarly for B, where L is the number of sites (volume), and poly(L) means some polynomial of L with high
enough degree. Moreover, it can be shown that for a trace-less local operator A [5]:
fA(0) = 0,
f ′A(0)
L
=
Tr(HA)
Tr(H2)
, (52)
and similarly for B. Therefore,
1
D
∑
E
AEBE
=
1
D
∑
E
f ′A(0)
E
L
f ′B(0)
E
L
+
1
D
∑
E≤L 12+
(
AEBE − f ′A(0)
E
L
f ′B(0)
E
L
)
+
1
D
∑
E>L
1
2
+
(
AEBE − f ′A(0)
E
L
f ′B(0)
E
L
)
=
1
D
Tr(HA)
Tr(H2)
Tr(HA)
Tr(H2)
∑
E
E2 +O(
1
L2
)
=
Tr(HA)Tr(HB)
DTr(H2)
+O(
1
L2
).
(53)
The fact that the error is O( 1L2 ) can be proved with some technical results in Ref. [5]. The first term here is O(
1
L ).
For example, if A = Oα, B = Oβ , H =
∑n
α=1 cαOα, and Tr(OαOβ) ∝ δαβ , then the first term is just:
cαcβ∑n
α=1 c
2
α
. (54)
Eq. (53) tells us that if both A and B have overlap with the Hamiltonian, then the weight of A in B(t) will be only
polynomially small, O( 1L ), instead of exponentially small if one were to naively replace the time evolution operator
by Haar random unitary. This can be intuitively understood from energy conservation: an O(1) perturbation of A
gives an O(1) perturbation to the conserved energy. This perturbation is then evenly distributed among each B(t),
so that the correlation of A and B(t) is of order O( 1L ).
Regarding the deviation between C(t) and the ETH value in Eq. (53), denoted by 1DTr(AB(∞)), it is proved in
Ref. [6] that:
lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
( 1
D
Tr(AB(t))− 1
D
Tr(AB(∞))
)2
dt 6 1
D
‖A‖2 ‖B‖2 . (55)
We note that the only assumption used to prove this inequality is just a generic energy spectrum, rather than the
more stringent ETH [6].
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3. Random Product States: Exact Results
Suppose at t = 0 all Oα’s are Pauli strings normalized such that Tr(Oα(0)Oβ(0)) = Dδαβ . Let us expand Oα(t) as
Oα(t) =
∑
s
PsCs,α(t), (56)
where Ps means Pauli operator with string s, e.g., s = (· · · , I, I, Z,X, I, I, · · · ). Note s 6= (· · · , I, I, I, · · · ) because
Oα is taken to be traceless. The coefficients Cs,α(t) depends on s, i, t, and c. Due to energy conservation, H(t) = H.
So for each s, we have:
∑
α
Cs,α(t)cα =
∑
α
Cs,α(0)cα =
{
cα, s = Oα for some α
0, s /∈ {O}. . (57)
Also note that Tr(Oα(0)Oβ(0)) = Dδαβ implies∑
s
Cs,α(t)Cs,β(t) = δαβ . (58)
Now consider the covariance:
1
p
(MTM)αβ = 〈ψ| Oα −Oα(t) |ψ〉 〈ψ| Oβ −Oβ(t) |ψ〉. (59)
We note the following formula for random product states average:
〈ψ|Ps |ψ〉 〈ψ|Ps′ |ψ〉 = δss′(1
3
)ls , (ls = size of Ps). (60)
Here Ps means a Pauli string. Alternatively, one can also use a random XY Z ensemble. Namely, each spin can choose
from X = ±1, Z = ±1, Z = ±1 with equal (16 ) probability. The above formula still holds for this ensemble. With this
formula, the covariance can be expanded as:
1
p
(MTM)αβ = (
1
3
)lαδαβ − (1
3
)lβCβ,α(t)− (1
3
)lαCα,β(t) +
∑
s
Cs,α(t)Cs,β(t)(
1
3
)ls
=
[
(
1
3
)lαδαβ − (1
3
)lβCβ,α(t)− (1
3
)lαCα,β(t) +
∑
s∈{O}
Cs,α(t)Cs,β(t)(
1
3
)ls
]
+
∑
s/∈{O}
Cs,α(t)Cs,β(t)(
1
3
)ls
def
= Aαβ + A˜αβ .
(61)
Here {O} is the set of local operators in the Hamiltonian.
Define three matrices B,C(t), C˜(t) as:
Bαβ = (
1
3
)lαδαβ ,
Csα(t) = expansion coefficients in Eq. (56) (s ∈ {O})
C˜sα(t) = expansion coefficients in Eq. (56) (s /∈ {O}).
(62)
Then
A(t) = B − C(t)TB −BC(t) + C(t)TBC(t)
= (I − C(t)T )B(I − C(t)) (63)
Therefore, A(t) is a positive semi-definite matrix. Similarly, A˜(t) = C˜(t)TBC˜(t) is also positive semi-definite.
Moreover, A has the same zero mode as 1pM
TM . Indeed, since 1pM
TM = A + A˜ with both term positive semi-
definite, a zero mode of 1pM
TM must be a zero mode of A. Conversely, if Ax = 0, then we must have x = Cx since
B is positive definite. This also implies C˜x = 0 since Eq. (58) is just
CTC + C˜T C˜ = I. (64)
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We will use the following result2: if X > Y as Hermitian operators (in the sense that X−Y is positive semidefinite),
then
σi(X) > σi(Y ) (65)
for all i, where σi(X) and σi(Y ) are the i-th smallest eigenvalues of X and Y , respectively. Since A˜ is positive
semi-definite, we have:
A+ A˜ > A > (1
3
)lmax(I − CT )(I − C), (66)
where lmax is maximal length of Pauli operators that appear in {Oα}. Therefore
λ2 = σ2(A+ A˜) > σ2
(
(
1
3
)lmax(I − CT )(I − C)
)
. (67)
Note that we have actually proved the existence of a gap of M , therefore the uniqueness of the reconstruction,
without referring to “generic”. This is a consequence of ETH. Indeed, if there are other conserved quantities (and our
approach for Hamiltonian tomography will not yield a unique solution), the ETH does not hold anymore.
4. Random Product States: Understanding from ETH
If we use the late time value Eq. (54) predicted by ETH, and ignore the O( 1L2 ) term, then:
C ← cc
T
‖c‖2
def
= C0. (68)
The spectrum of (I−CT0 )(I−C0) will just be 0, 1, · · · , 1, where the n−1 eigenvectors with eigenvalue 1 are orthogonal
to c, and c is the last eigenvector with eigenvalue 0. Then we have:
λ2 > (1
3
)lmax . (69)
Taking the O( 1L2 ) correction and the exponentially small fluctuation Eq. (55) into consideration, we obtain:
λ > (1
3
)lmax/2 −O( 1
L
). (70)
As a side note, we may want to take (I − CT0 )B(I − C0) as an approximation to 1pMTM . Recall that 1pMTM =
A(t) + A˜(t), this approximation amounts to ignore A˜(t), A(t)−A(∞), and the O( 1L2 ) correction in the end value. It
turns out the approximation works quite well.
In Fig. 1, we plot the histogram of eigenvalues of 1pM
TM . In this example, we use random 1-body and 2-body
Pauli operators as the basis {Oα}, so l = 1, 2. The matrix (I − CT0 )B(I − C0) can be diagonalized exactly, and the
spectrum is:
0,
1
9
, · · · , 1
9
,
1
3
− 2
9
µ21,
1
3
, · · · , 1
3
. (71)
Here µ1 is the square sum of those cα corresponding to operators Oα with length 1. Note that 13 − 29µ21 ∈ [ 19 , 13 ], the
gap λ2 is always 19 , as expected. The above spectrum concentrates at
1
9 and
1
3 , with one exception at 0 the other one
between ( 19 ,
1
3 ). As can be seen from Fig. 1, this approximation matches the actual spectrum very well.
2 This result is an easy corollary of Weyl’s inequality, or can be proved by the Courant min-max principle.
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FIG. 1. Histogram of eigenvalues of 1
p
MTM . Here we only calculate the spectrum for one realization of H. L = 8, t = 10,
p = 15, 000.
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FIG. 2. Dependence of gap on the number of quenches p.
Here L = 8, n = 87, t = 10.
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FIG. 3. Dependence of gap on time. Here L = 8. Four
curves from bottom to top correspond to p = 87 = n,
p = 96 ≈ 1.1n, p = 174 = 2n, p = 348 = 4n.
5. Random Product States: Effects of finite t and p
In the above, we have used Eq. (47) to approximate 1pM
TM . This approximation is accurate as p→∞ due to the
law of large numbers.
To discuss the accuracy when p is finite, we need to consider the covariance of XαXβ :
cov(XαXβ , XγXδ) = E[XαXβXγXδ]− E[XαXβ ]E[XγXδ]. (72)
Obviously |Xα| 6 2, since ‖Oα −Oα(t)‖ 6 2. Therefore cov(XαXβ , XγXδ) = O(1). According to the central limit
theorem, ∣∣∣∣1p (MTM)αβ − E[(XTX)]αβ
∣∣∣∣ 6 O(1)√p (∀α, β), (73)
for typical sample. The maximum difference between the gap of 1p (M
TM) (p finite) and the gap of E[(XTX)] (p
infinite) will be O(n)√p . Therefore, as long as p = Ω(n
2), the approximation Eq. (47) will be reasonable.
This is just a rough (but rigorous) estimation. If 1pM
TM − E[(XTX)] behaves like a random matrix, then typical
difference of the gaps will be controlled by O(
√
n√
p ) and p = Ω(n) will be enough to make the approximation Eq. (47)
valid.
In Fig. 2, we plot the gap vs. p, when L = 8 and t = 10. We find that the gap grows with p. This is consistent
with our observation that at small p, the error decreases faster than 1√p . We can also see that the gap at large p is
consistent with our prediction Eq. (70).
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In Fig. 3, we plot the gap vs. t for different p. We see that the gap grows with t, consistent with the intuition that
a large time interval makes the fidelity better.
D. Stability against ignorance
Assuming the exact Hamiltonian is:
H =
∑
α
cαOα +
∑
β
c′βOβ , (74)
but one may only pick up part of the local operators {Oα} and obtain the following reconstructed Hamiltonian:
H =
∑
i
xαOα. (75)
The reconstruction matrix now splits into two parts:
Mtot = (M ;M
′). (76)
The actual coefficient vector
(
c
c′
)
is the singular vector of Mtot with singular value 0. By restricting the operator set
to {Oα}, one only measures M and calculates its minimal singular vector x.
Theorem 4. The reconstruction error sin θ between x and c is controlled by
| sin θ| 6
∥∥∥√ 1pM ′c′∥∥∥
s2(
√
1
pM) ‖c‖
6
∥∥∥ 1√pM ′∥∥∥
s2
(√
1
pM
) ‖c′‖‖c‖ , (77)
where s2(
√
1
pM) denotes the second smallest singular value of
1√
pM .
Proof. We will use s2 to represent s2
(√
1
pM
)
for notational simplicity. Assuming s2 is nonzero for now, otherwise the
above inequality is trivially valid. Because
(
c
c′
)
is the coupling vector of the full Hamiltonian, 1√pMc+
1√
pM
′c′ = 0
and we have: ∥∥∥∥ 1√pMc
∥∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥∥ 1√pM ′c′
∥∥∥∥ def=  ‖c‖ . (78)
This implies 1√pM has at least one singular value in [0, ]. Let us assume  < s2, otherwise the theorem is again
trivially valid. Therefore, 1√pM must have exactly one singular value in [0, ] and no singular values in (, s2). Denote
the singular vector to be c¯ (so this is what one will get by our reconstruction method) and decompose c as c‖ + c⊥
with respected to c¯. Then
 ‖c‖ =
∥∥∥∥ 1√pMc
∥∥∥∥ > s2 ∥∥c⊥∥∥ . (79)
Denote the angle between c and c¯ to be θ, then
sin θ =
∥∥c⊥∥∥
‖c‖ 6

s2
=
∥∥∥√ 1pM ′c′∥∥∥
s2 ‖c‖ 6
∥∥∥√ 1pM ′∥∥∥
s2
‖c′‖
‖c‖ . (80)
This is the desired upper bound for the reconstruction error.
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In the above expression,
∥∥∥√ 1pM ′∥∥∥ in bounded by an O(1) number. Indeed, according to Eq. (63) and Eq. (64), we
have:
xT (
1
p
MTtotMtot)x = x
T (I − CT )B(I − C)x+ xT C˜TBC˜x
6 1
3
xT
[
(I − CT )(1− C) + C˜T C˜
]
x
=
1
3
xT
(
2− CT − C)x.
(81)
According to definition Eq. (56), we have:
|xTCx| = 1
D
|Tr [Q(0)†Q(t)] | 6 1
D
√
Tr(Q(0)†Q(0))Tr(Q(t)†Q(t)) = ‖x‖2 . (82)
whereQ(t) =
∑
xαOα(t) (recall that Tr(Oα(0)Oβ(0)) = Dδαβ). Similarly |xTCTx| 6 ‖x‖2. Therefore, xT ( 1pMTtotMtot)x 6
4
3 ‖x‖2, which implies ∥∥∥∥ 1√pM ′
∥∥∥∥ 6 ∥∥∥∥ 1√pMtot
∥∥∥∥ 6 2√3 . (83)
About the second smallest singular value s2, we can prove s2 6= 0 just from the existence of a gap of Mtot.
Claim 5. If Mtot has a gap λ between its minimal singular value 0 and 2nd minimal singular value, then M has at
most one singular value in [0, λ√
2
). Therefore s2 > λ√2 .
Proof. If not, assuming x1 and y1 are two (orthogonal) singular vectors of M with singular values sx and sy, sx, sy ∈
[0, λ√
2
). Denote x =
(
x1
0
)
, y =
(
y1
0
)
. Then
‖Mtotx‖ = ‖Mx1‖ = sx ‖x‖ . (84)
We decompose x as x‖+x⊥ (similarly for y), where ‖ means parallel to
(
c
c′
)
, the singular vector of Mtot with singular
value 0. We have
λ√
2
‖x‖ > sx ‖x‖ = ‖Mtotx‖ > λ
∥∥x⊥∥∥ , (85)
hence
∥∥x⊥∥∥ < 1√
2
‖x‖ and ∥∥x‖∥∥ > 1√
2
‖x‖. Similar inequalities hold for y. Therefore
|(x, y)| = |(x‖, y‖) + (x⊥, y⊥)| > |(x‖, y‖)| − |(x⊥, y⊥)| > 0. (86)
However (x, y) = (x1, y1) = 0, which leads to a contradiction.
The gap λ of Mtot can be very small due to the presence of longer-range interactions in {O′}. However, we can use
the operator expansion as before to get a more reasonable estimation on s2. In this case, Eq. (61) is still true for the
M here (s ∈ {O} only includes those in {O}, not {O′}). We also have:
s22 > σ2(A) = σ2
(
(I − CT )B(I − C)) > (1
3
)lmaxσ2
(
(I − CT )(I − C)) . (87)
Note that here Cc 6= c so we may no longer have 0 singular value. Here lmax is the max length of an operator in {O}
(instead of {O} ∪ {O′}), so it is still small.
From ETH (Eq. (54)), we have Cαβ =
cαcβ
‖c‖2+‖c′‖2 +O(
1
L2 )
def
= (C0)αβ+O(
1
L2 ). Since the spectrum of (I−CT0 )(I−C0)
is (
1− ‖c‖
2
‖c‖2 + ‖c′‖2
)2
, 1, 1, · · · , 1, (88)
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we get:
s22 > (
1
3
)lmax −O( 1
L
). (89)
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